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Abstract - A new structure of ESKD (generalized
diagnosis type expert system based on knowledge
discovery system KD (D&K)) is first presented on
the basis of KD (D&K)synthesized knowledge
discovery system based on double-base (database and
knowledge base) cooperating mechanism. With all
new features, ESKD may form a new research
direction and provide a great probability for solving
the wealth of knowledge in the knowledge base. This
paper mainly advances the general structural frame of
ESKD, describes some sub-systems among ESKD
and emphasizes on dynamic knowledge base based
on double-base cooperating mechanism. According
to the result of demonstrative experiment, the
structure of ESKD is effective and feasible.
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1 Introduction

Since 1965 when the first expert system
DENDRAL, was developed by F. A.
Feigenbaum to deduce the structure of molecule
from chemical data, the expert system has
developed rapidly and been used in many
domains to produce great ecconomic and social
benefit. But the further development of expert
system met some difficulties such as poor
knowledge, monotonous inference and poor
ability for self-study. These caused the second
bottleneckinsufficient knowledge during the
research of expert system recently.

  On the other hand, abundant knowledge in the
knowledge base of diagnosis type expert system
is crucial factor and difficult during the software

developing. Presently, in the world the new
method is “knowledge module method”, namely
the software of lower layer and quick as possible
as is used to transit. Its worst quality is
imperfect, and it needs prophase accumulation
of longer time, then the knowledge base is made.
Essentially, this adopt to a “blenching” method
on the above crucial problem (whether the
knowledge is abundant). From the “extended”
and “radical” angle, can the crucial problem be
resolved?

  In accordance with above question, the article
presents a generalized diagnosis type (i.e. a type
of problem of seeking generalized cause-and-
effect in wide field, including in fault diagnosis,
intellect call center, credit card cheat and so on)
expert system based on knowledge discovery
(ESKD). Its theory is synthesized knowledge
discovery system based on double-base
(database and knowledge base) cooperating
mechanism presented by us. It produces a very
abundant dynamic knowledge base and
corresponding integrated inference mechanism
under many knowledge resources, kinds of
knowledge fusion, multi-abstract levels and
different knowledge layers. Therefore it
especially fits for complicated big system and
provides a valid path to produce the kernel
technology on the structure of expert system.
This system primarily improves the practical
function of traditional expert system.

2 Generalized diagnosis system based on
knowledge discovery (ESKD) (see fig.1)
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Fig.1  FESKD overall structure figure
It mainly includes the following modules:

  2.1 Dynamic knowledge base sub-system based
on knowledge base:

Essentially, it is a knowledge discovery system
based on double-base (database and knowledge
base) cooperating mechanism. As a result of
knowledge discovery under different knowledge
levels, the basic knowledge base directly
constructed by expert experience and book
knowledge is expanded continuously. Utilizing
KDD*, each kind of inference mechanisms and
KDK* under double bases cooperating
mechanism, knowledge base sub-system which
has the character of dynamic expansion is
developed to manage Fuzzy uncertainty, random
uncertainty and qualitative information. The
cause-and-effect rules, discovered by this
system, are used to modify the pristine fault tree,
decision tree and example in knowledge base to
fit for the solution of complex generalized
diagnosis problem.

  2.2 Knowledge training sub-system:

The system can not only be trained by
professionals but also gain data directly by
examples. It can gain the fault diagnosis
knowledge of different type sets to adapt to
different users.

  2.3 Grade diagnose and decision sub-system:

Fault tree is used to put the whole facility to a
set of tests to be determined whether there is a
fault or not. These modules will be tested one by
one if there is. When one module is found fault,
rule base (cause network and fault diagnosing
table) is used to test and
diagnostic internal module until the faulty point
is found. Using correct resemble mechanism and
knowledge in knowledge base, the system tests
the facility and diagnoses whether the facility is
normal or not. If the facility is not normal, the
system will find the cause of the fault and
provide solution according to decision tree.

  2.4 Base management sub-system

It mainly manages real database, basic
knowledge base and derived knowledge base. It
can edit, delete, index, inquire, add and backup.

It establishes good interface in Windows style.
Users can realize expediently the operation of
knowledge base and database.

  2.5 Detection self sub-system

To avoid false diagnosis caused by the fault of
testing hardware itself, the expert system will
check the testing hardware itself by close-loop
before operation.

  2.6 Help on-line sub-system

This sub-system will help users use the system
more effectively and get the help of
corresponding information at any time.

3. Dynamic knowledge base system with
double-base cooperating mechanism

  3.1 General frame of dynamic knowledge base
system:

  Dynamic knowledge base experiences the
promotion process of
basisderivationintegrationexpansion. The
process only finishes the first stage of discovery,
i.e. the first abstraction level. The expansion
knowledge base in the first abstract level is
regarded as basic knowledge base in the second
abstract level. The second abstract level will be
finished in a process similar to each step of
discovery in the first abstract level. Things like
that continue. When cognition is developed and
time and space environment are changed in
different stages. Knowledge will constantly be
enriched and promoted and cognition will
deepen. So knowledge base is dynamic and in
sequence (see fig.2).

The parallel structure can be applied to
complicated system if the system is divided into
several independent sub-systems (shown in
fig.3).

Fig.3  the parallel structure
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Where 1,2,3,L,n are the developing processes
of each independent sub-system. Each of them

seems to be an abstract level in sequence
structure, then they all integrate into the total
extended knowledge base.

  3.2 Double-base cooperating mechanism:

  3.2.1 Basis Theory:
The dynamic knowledge base is established on
double bases (database and knowledge base)
cooperating mechanism. The large (basic)
knowledge base is divided into several
correlative sub-knowledge bases according to
each domain; Meanwhile, the real database is
divided into correlative sub-databases according
to each domain. Thus the layers between
knowledge nodes in knowledge base and data
sub-class (structure) make a one to one mapping.
The basis theory which is proposed by us is pan-
homotopy conception and the following
structure mapping theorem [1] [2].

 Theorem (Structure Mapping Theorem):
Aiming at X, in the sub-database corresponding

to sub-knowledge nodes, <E F > of knowledge
nodes and <F D> of data sub-class (structure) are
identical pan-homotopic type spaces.

This theorem presents the mapping of layers
between knowledge nodes in the sub-knowledge
base and data sub-class in corresponding sub-
database (see fig.4).

On the basis of the research above, we can see
that in the knowledge discovery system
mathematical structure of database and
knowledge base can be essentially come down
to pan-homotopy category. Namely database is
pan-homotopy category combined with data
sub-type (structure ) set and “mining path”,
which is called data mining category; and
knowledge base is pan-homotopy category
combined with knowledge nodes set and
“reasoning arc”, which is called knowledge
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reasoning category. Additionally more result
about the isomorphy and restricting mechanism
of knowledge reasoning category CR E in <E F
>and data mining category CD F in <F, D > are
got, and “directional searching” and “directional

mining process” are resolved

.
3.2.2 The technological realization:
The technological realization of double-base
cooperating mechanism is to construct R type
and S type coordinator. The main function of R
type coordinator is to “interrupt” the process of
KDD and search whether there are repetition
and controversy of the resulting rule in
knowledge base after the rule (knowledge) is
resulted from large amount of data in real
database through setting focus. If there is
repetition, the resulting rule is cancelled and
returned to the beginning position in KDD. If
there is controversy, the rule in knowledge base
is thought right in general conditions, and the
resulting rule is cancelled or set into knowledge
base after the means of expanding premise is
used to eliminate controversy. If there is neither
repetition nor controversy, the process of KDD
continues. Namely the result is set into
knowledge base after evaluation. The main
function of S type coordinator is to search
irrelevant state of knowledge nodes in
knowledge base under the principle of property
on which knowledge base is established.
Knowledge shortage is found. Data-class
corresponding to real database uses heuristics
and is activated to produce “directional mining
process”, The priority of “directional mining” is
sorted according to relevant strength.

  3.3.3 Significance

1) Besides discovering knowledge according to
the factitious “interest”, we proposed the new
path of automatically enlightening directional
mining according to “knowledge shortage” in
basic knowledge base.

2) The mechanism greatly decreases “the
evaluating quantity” after discovering
hypothesis rule. 3) According to the above
mechanism of “structure mapping”, the
searching space is greatly reduced and the
mining efficiency is improved. 4) The
mechanism rather easily resolves the
redundancy and consistency problem in
knowledge after new and old knowledge
synthesized. 5) During the KDD process and the
wide relation with basic knowledge base, KDD
regarded as a open system improves and
optimizes its structure, process and running
mechanism.

 Conclusions

Comparing the structure of generalized
diagnosis type expert system based on
knowledge discovery (ESKD) with traditional
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fault diagnosis structure of expert system, we
will find the following performance
characteristics and creative idea.

  4.1 Abundance: traditional knowledge base
system only uses reasoning machine to extend
knowledge in basic knowledge base. However,
the dynamic knowledge base of ESKD
experiences a series of promotion process of
basicderivedintegratedsynthesizedexte
nded. Both the quantity and quality of the
knowledge reserve are quite abundant. Its
management system is perfect and is high
intellective to discover deep layer knowledge
and estimate knowledge;

  4.2 Strong reasoning (include Fuzzy, deduce,
induce, qualitative, reasoning based on cases,
statistics reasoning and so on) and interpretation
ability;

  4.3 Independence: the system use structure
system analysis. The whole expert system is
divided into independent sub-systems that can
perform different performance. Each sub-system
can both work cooperatively and be used
independently by different users;

  4.4 Practicality: during the process of
diagnosis, when the test watch is placed where
the blueprint has marked, this system can auto-
send out the order and show kinds of target of
hardware testing in this place. Meanwhile, it
accepts the testing result and gives it to
processor in turn, then the diagnosis result is
showed. This system can also tell the operator
whether the set is normal. The operator needn’t
do any other thing. Therefore, it is practical,
convenient and popularizing;

  4.5 Self-learning and Self-adaptability: self-
learning is improved by coordinator, learning by
cases and knowledge training. New knowledge
is acquired and set into dynamic knowledge
base; at the same time dynamic knowledge base
and database based on knowledge discovery
extend in time and space. New knowledge is
regenerated to fit to the changing environment
following the increase if abstract level. This
makes the system rather self-adaptive.

  4.6 Cocurrency: In accordance with
generalized diagnosis problem, ESKD adapts to
quite wide field. Meanwhile, ESKD support the
cline/sever structure and different database

system.

  Under the operating platform of Internet and
Windows95/98, we have finished the
development of demonstrating program of the
two important modules in ESKD with VC++5.0
and Oracle. The result is satisfactory. The
following gives the example of turbine engine
vibrating to show the validity of ESKD:

  Suppose the following rules are known, it
forms a branch of fault tree:

     The oil viscosity decreases → the oil surface
break → burning the bearing bush → the engine
strong vibrates

In addition, there is a group of rules:

Dirt deposits in water beside oil-cooling
equipment → oil cooling equipment fault → oil
temperature is high

  If we only know the above rules, the result
possibly is that new bearing bush is used to
change the old one when diagnosing the reason
of strong vibrating of engines. But it isn’t the
essential reason. The equipment will still burn
the bearing bush. The fault generally is caused
by low level which cause the higher level system
fault, namely the propaganda of fault is a
process of propaganda from low level to the
high.

 The essential reason must be found in the
diagnostic process so that the problem can be
solved. The essential reason of the above
problem is that dirt deposits in water beside oil-
cooling equipment The reason isn’t found is
absent relation between these two group of rules,
namely the relation between the temperature of
oil high and the oil adhesion degree decreasing.

  If KDD* is used, we can find such a rule from
database:

The temperature of oil is high → The oil
adhesion degree decreases.

  Then these rules can be connected into a cause
link:

 Dirt deposits in water beside oil-cooling
equipment → oil cooling equipment fault →  the
temperature of oil is high →  The oil viscosity



decreases → the oil surface broken → burning
the bearing bush → the engine strong vibrates.

  At this time the essential reason, dirt deposits
in water beside oil-cooling equipment can be
found so the problem can be solved completely.
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